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Presentation Overview
While there has rightly been a lot of emphasis of late on ways to improve the spoken English
proficiency of Korean English language teachers, there has also been a somewhat misguided
assumption that better conversational English ability will automatically guarantee better English
language teaching in the actual classroom. To that end, most Korean teachers’ speaking skills
are evaluated through brief interviews, and ongoing development programs generally focus on
conversation skills development with native speaker facilitators. It is this presenter’s belief that
we need to combine general English speaking ability with actual practical classroom procedures
and situations, to ensure that speaking is integrated into real professional practice for teachers.
Likewise – with an ever-increasing number of native speaker teachers appearing in public
school settings as teaching assistants – we need to consider teachers’ capacity to use English
with teaching colleagues and to engage in ongoing teacher development. Last but not least, we
need to consider ways to bring professional speaking development to large numbers of
teachers in accessible and objective ways.
To investigate these issues more closely, a special online adaptation of the TOEIC speaking
test was developed and applied to a class of about 20 students enrolled in a Methodology of
Teaching Practical English course in the English Education Department at Kyungpook National
University. Following the application of the speaking test, students were given opportunities to
share their thoughts and impressions through both quantitative and qualitative surveys. The
results show that there are exciting opportunities to develop a very specialized speaking test
that can address key challenges for developing English language teachers. It can also be made
accessible to large numbers of teachers through innovative online applications.
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Background: TOEIC Speaking Test Applications
(http://www.english-itutor.com/TOEIC_SW.html)

TOEIC “FLEX” Speaking Test for English Language Teachers:
Questions
A
1, 2
B
3, 4

Format
Reading/modeling
texts out loud
Describing visual
learning aids

C
5, 6, 7

Responding to
classroom
questions

D
8, 9, 10

E
11, 12, 13

F
14
G
15

Giving feedback
to students

Answer questions
based on a short
text about
teaching
methodology
Provide a
language
teaching solution
Give a
professional
opinion

Content
1 – Read a passage out loud
2 – Read a dialogue out loud
3 – Describe a photograph or
picture
4 – Describe a table or chart
related to language rules
5 – Question about lexis
6 – Question about grammar
7 – Question about learning
strategies
8 – Feedback for writing
9 – Feedback for speaking
10 – Feedback about learning
performance
11 – Answer a detail question
12 – Confirm or deny
information
13 – Give an opinion based on
comprehension/inference
14 – Give a solution for a
complaint or enquiry from
another teacher
15 – State and support an
opinion for a given prompt

Purpose
Modeling language in use
for students
Giving input to students
and promoting schema;
Explaining language rules
with visual aids
Responding to potential
questions from students or
colleagues and giving
advice about useful
learning strategies
Giving useful and
comprehensible feedback
for student production and
performance
Talking about teaching
methodology or application
based on reading (for
collegial or training
purposes)
Advising and helping
teaching colleagues
Expressing rationalized
opinions about teaching
issues and challenges

Part A: Reading/modeling texts out loud (2 tasks)
1. Modeling a reading passage:

2. Modeling a dialogue:

Part B: Describing visual learning aids (2 tasks)
3. Using a picture to introduce a new unit of study:

4. Outlining a grammar/key language chart:

Part C: Responding to student questions (3 tasks)
5. Lexis question

6. Grammar question

7. Learning problem/issue

Part D: Giving feedback to students (3 tasks)
8. Giving quick feedback about written work:

9. Giving quick feedback about speaking performance:

10. Giving quick feedback/advice about formal learning performance:

Part E: Discussing teaching methodology (3 tasks)
Reading text about methodology or teaching techniques:

11. Detail question

12. Confirming/correcting

13. Exemplifying

Part F: Provide a language teaching solution (1 task)
14. Listen to colleague’s problem/complaint/enquiry and respond:

Part G: Give a professional opinion (1 task)
15. Respond to general prompt about English education issues:

Online Technology for Teachers to Submit Responses to Tasks

Video-based responses to tasks

Audio-only responses to tasks

Follow up research (quantitative survey)
1. How relevant and useful do you think the tasks in the TOEIC Flex Test for English
Teachers are?

2. Which part of the TOEIC Flex Test for English Language Teachers was the most
difficult for you personally?

3. Do you think monthly application of a test like the TOEIC Flex Test for English
Language Teachers would help to improve your overall English teaching skills?

Follow up research (qualitative survey – representative samples)

Sample A
1. Do you think the content and tasks in this test are appropriate for English Language teachers?
Why or why not?
Frankly speaking, I was impressed by the test you made. It is application form of TOEIC speaking test that
we already took last week, but it contains distinctive contents more relevant to qualification of English
language teachers. So, I think this test is appropriate for assessing English teacher's speaking ability. In
addition, it requires more deep comprehension about students from teachers, which is important point for
becoming a teacher. At the same time, it also expects future teachers to have professional knowledge and
good situation-handling ability. Considering this, I think we need this kind of test for appreciating teacher's
speaking ability rather than current system.
2. If this were a formal/real test you needed to take in order to get English teaching qualifications or
employment, how would you prepare for each section?
As you know, this test is some question types like other tests as well, so, I think, it is possible to prepare it
properly. First, to prepare not only the section A but also other sections, it is needed to have exercise for
better pronunciation and intonation. For the section B, with basic language rules accompanied, getting
familiar with various describing expressions would be helpful for future teachers. Of course, as a future
teacher, it is surely needed to have professional knowledge on English, especially on lexis and grammar,
and to experience various ways of learning to prepare the section C. In preparing section D, understanding
student's problem and giving them encouraging advices are essential points to teachers, so it is needed to
expect those kind of situation and prepare various valuable advices. And section E requires us to know
about various teaching methodology and concepts. So we should learn these things, making our own
ideas about the concepts. Lastly, to prepare section F and G, we should always aware of various school
problems; they can be classroom problems related to student's learning English, and overall English
education system in our country.
This is just a test, so it inevitably has some type of questions to solve. Therefore, I think with overall
speaking proficiency and hardworking attitude, we can prepare this test strategically.
3. Which section of the test was the most difficult for you and why?
Overall, I felt this test is more difficult than TOEIC speaking test. But especially, question 10 of the section
D is difficult for me because it wasn't easy to guess about what is reason of the student's problem and
suggest valuable advices quickly. There was no preparation time. I just needed more time to think and
make some advices because I think advice should be helpful and encouraging to student, and also be
valuable.
Thanks for reading my response!

Sample B
1. Do you think the content and tasks in this test are appropriate for English Language teachers?
Why or why not?
Yes, I think it’s very helpful to everyone, even a person who is good at English. This test has many realistic
situations like teaching English in English and advising to students or colleagues. For example, a situation
that a student asks some question or wants to get advice suddenly will be able to happen anytime after I
become a teacher. Although this test is very challenging to me, I felt more prepared to become an English
teacher through this test. And I think not only dealing with realistic teaching situation but also expressing
my opinion about teaching English was a good experience. While I answered the question, I could arrange
my thought about teaching English as a potential English teacher and build my future value when I
become a teacher. I think anyone who wants to be a teacher should do this test before they become a
teacher because it reflects real education society and can make their views about English Education.

2. If this were a formal/real test you needed to take in order to get English teaching qualifications or
employment, how would you prepare for each section?
Section A is just reading the scripts. It looks easy. But it needs exact pronunciation and accent. So I have
to practice reading the passage correctly. Section B is describing visual learning aids. I think good
introduction makes a class having good quality. At introduction of the class, it will be very useful to have an
ability of explaining what a picture wants to say. To improve the ability, developing skills of observing daily
things is very important. In addition, explaining what students must learn is another important ability to get
a good score in this section. So, I must have the ability to explain what I know to people. When I prepare
section C, I have to be prepared with English knowledge because I don’t know when the students ask me
a difficult question. So, I study harder. In case of section D, I should have the quick eye to distinguish what
students did well and poor. So, it will be good to give feedback to others in daily life in preparing this
section. Section E is discussing teaching methodology. In this part, it is important to have your own opinion
about English education. So, it can be useful to think about methodology in daily life. Section F and G is
providing a language teaching solution. It is also giving your opinion to others but these sections are
different from section E because section F and G give you specific situation to you. So, in this part, you
need the ability of expressing your opinion and understanding the situation.
3. Which section of the test was the most difficult for you and why?
I think section D is the most difficult part in this test because it require not only the ability of catching a
mistake in students essay and speech but also the ability of giving a feedback to them. It was very hard to
do two missions at the same time. It requires not just 4 skills of English but advanced skills in that I have to
give feedback to students. But it was very rewarding task because I felt achievement when I found some
mistakes in student’s essay and speech. So, I think section D is the most difficult part but the most exciting
part.

Sample C
1. Do you think the content and tasks in this test are appropriate for English Language teachers?
Why or why not?
Definitely YES!! I reallly really think that this content is useful for English teachers. Frankly speaking, I was
very impressed with your tests, maybe "moved" would be more appropriate in this situation. This test is
consists of many possible situations that is probable to happen in real lives of an English teacher. This
program not only tests the ability to use English, but also tests the quality of would-be English teachers. I
mean those questions are trying to test some othere qualifications that are really needed in a school life
like discussing some proplems with their colleagues and making some comments for their students. I think
these things are more needed for teachers because just an fluency of using English can't guarantee a
better quality of teaching.
2. If this were a formal/real test you needed to take in order to get English teaching qualifications or
employment, how would you prepare for each section?
Wow. It would be challenging for me if I have to prepare for this type of tests. First of all, I think I have to
be equipped with confidence. Aside from any other qualifications, if there is no confidence in myself, I can
not speak any word at all. It looks a little bit ironic but in order to develop it, I have to have a good
command of using English. During the test, I felt heavy in my chest because I couldn't express my ideas as
much as I think. After the test, I pondered a while to find why I cound't answere those questions. The
problem was that I don't have many expressions that I can use in speaking situations. Actually, I didin't put
many efforts on memorizing a lot of expressions. I just studied some vocabularies and words, not useful
expressions. So, first, I think I have to memorize many expressions so that at least I can express my ideas
to other people.
3. Which section of the test was the most difficult for you and why?
Section D was the hardest part for me. That part requires the ability to react instantly and I think I'm lack of
that skill. I had to think as if I were an teacher and I was not accustomed to it. Especially when I had to
make some comments for students, I had to build up clear and proper reasons that children can
understand and at the same time, I had to consider their feelings. It was quite challinging.

